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It was shown in [3] that if G is a subgroup of S,, , the symmetric group 
of degree n, and xA is a suitable irreducible character of S, , then the fact 
that xc” is irreducible implies that G contains the alternating group A,, . 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain a similar result for GL(n, q), the 
n-dimensional linear group over the field GF(p) of q elements. 
Let Y be a vector space of dimension n over GF(q). For any integer R 
with 0 < K < n/2, let L,(V) be the set of subspaces of I’ of dimension K. 
Then GL(n, q) acts onL,( V) in a natural way; let P(“-~*~) be the corresponding 
permutation character. Then it is easy to see that there exist irreducible 
characters 1 = @n*O), tY(+l*l),..., O@+k*VJ of GL(n, q) such that p(n-k*k) = 
1 + &n-1,1, + . . . + (9(72-k,7d (see [2-j). 
With this notation the main result of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM. Let G < GL(n, q) and let k be an integer with n/2 3 k 3 2. 
If t’g-“J’) is irreducible then SL(n, q) < G. 
The main tools in the proof of this result are theorems of D. Perin [2] 
and W. M. Kantor [l]. I wish to thank Professor J. E. McLaughlin for a 
suggestion which led to a simplification of the proof. 
Notation used is fairly standard. If  H is a permutation group on a set Q, 
let orb(H, Q) be the set of orbits of H on Q. If  rr and 7 are characters of H, 
we write r C T if the module affording 7 contains a module affording 7~ as 
a constituent. 
1. @n-2.1, C e(n-k,k)e(n-k+Z,k-Z) - 
LEMMA 1. Let i, k, 1, m and n be nonnegatiwe integers satisfying 
0 < i + k + 1 = m < n. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over GF(q) 
and let W be an m-dimensional subspace of V. Then 
1 orb(GW, d, h(v) X Lk(V) x LZ(V))/ 
= I orb(GL(m, q),&(W) x Lk(W) x LZ(W))I. 
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Proof. Let Q(n) be an orbit of GL(n, q) on &(V) x Lk( V) x L,(V), and 
let (A, B, C) E Q(n). Let X be a subspace of W of the same dimension as 
A + B + C. Let g E GL(n, q) such that (A + B + C)g = X and let 
(A,, B, , C,) = (A, B, C)Q. Take Q(m) to be the orbit of GL(m, q) on 
Li( W) x L,(W) x L,(W) containing (A, , B, , C,). Then Q(n) n Q(m) # 4. 
Set f (Q(n)) = Q(m) whenever Q(n), Q( m are as above. We shall check that f ) 
is a well-defined one-to-one mapping from orb(GL(n, q), Li( V) x L,(V) X 
L,(V)) onto orb(GL(m, p), Li( W) x Lk( W) x L,(W)). 
(a) f is well-defined. Let J&(m), Q,(m) be two orbits of GL(m, q) on 
Li( W) x L,(W) x L,(W) and let Q(n) be in orb(GL(n, q), Li( V) x Lk( V) x 
L,(V)). Assume that Q(n) n Qn,(m) and Q(n) n Q,(m) are both nonempty. 
Let (Aj, B, , Cj) E Q(n) n Q,(m) for j = 1,2. Let g E GL(n, q) such that 
(A, , B, , C,)g = (A,, B, , C,). Now A, + B, + C, is a subspace of both 
W and Wg. Let h be an element of GL(n, q) fixing A, + B, + C, pointwise 
and such that Wgh = W. Then the restriction x of gh to W is an element of 
GL(m, q) which sends (A,, B, , Cl) to (A,, B, , C,). Hence Qr(m) = Q,(m). 
(b) f is onto. For clearly any Q(m) is a subset of some Q(n), since every 
linear transformation on W can be extended to a linear transformation on V. 
(c) f is one-to-one. Assume f(A&(n)) = Q(m) = f(L$(n)). Then both 
Q,(n) n Q(m) and Q,,(n) n Q( m are non-empty. But then Q(m) C Q,(n) and ) 
Q(m) C Q,(n), so that Q,(n) n Q(n) # + and hence Q,(n) = Q,(n). The 
lemma is now proved. 
LEMMA 2. Let i, k, 1, m, n be positive integers satisjying n > i + k + 1 
and m > i + k + 1. Then 
(pt-k,W, (p--i,iyp-W) 
GLh,Q) = \ 
‘(p-k,k), ~(nl-i,i)~(?n-z,z))CL(m.n) . 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1, since for any positive 
&IL 
. < 42 we have ,g(n-j,j) = p(n-jA - CL (+j+l.j-1). 
LEMMA 3. Let i, k, 1 be non-negative integers such that k > i + I, and let 
n 3 2k. Then 
Proof. The assertion is clear if either i = 0 or 1 = 0, so we can assume 
that both i and I are positive. Now ecn-j.j)(l) =((p - I)@-1 - 1) . . . 
(q+j+2 - 1) . qj . (q-2j+1 - I)/($ - 1)(&r - 1) ... (q - 1) for any j with 
1 < j < n/2. Hence it is clear that for some large enough m we have 
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But @m-k*k) is an irreducible character of GL(m, q), and so 
(p?-k,k), e(m-i.i)~(m-z,z))cLo = 0. 
The assertion now follows from Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let k, 1 be non-negative integers, k > 1, and let n > 2k. Then 
&n-k,k) c &n-z.zqyn-kfZ.k-Z) - and p-z.z) c ecn-k.k)ecn-k+z.k-z). - 
Proof. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space and let A E Lk( V), 
B EL~-~(V), C ELM such that B n C = 0 and A = B + C. Then the 
stabilizer of B and C in H = GL(n, q) is contained in the stabilizer of A, 
i.e., HB,c < HA . Hence (lHJH C ( lHS,JH. But (lH,)H = P@-~*~) and 
(lH 
B.C 
)” C ~(n-k+Z.k-Zl~(n-Z.Zl. Hence pL(n-W C p (n-k+Z,B-Zl~FL(n-Z,Z). Thus 
eh4c.k) c (1 + et+1.1) + . . . + p-k+z,k-z))(l + p-1.1) + . . . + ecn-z.z)). 
The first assertion now follows from Lemma 3. For the second assertion 
we just note that 
(oh-k-k), e(n-z.z)e(n-~~+z.k-z))GLo = (eh-z,z), e(n-k,k)e(a-k+z.k-z))o~~~,~~ . 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
(a) Assume first that k 3 4, and assume that Bg;“-“v”) is irreducible. 
Then we see by comparing the degrees that (0, (n-k.k), ep-k+i.k-i))G = 0 for 
i = 1, 2,..., k. Hence (1, 0, (n-k*k)el;“-k+i*k-i))c = 0. By Lemma 4 we know 
that #n-i,i) _C e(n-k,k)e(n-k+i,k-i), and so also el;n-i,i) c or-k.k)e~-k+i.“-i) 
Hence 0 < (1, Br-i*i))G < (I, t91;n-k*k)e~-k+i*k-i,)G = 0 for i = 1, 2,..., k. 
In particular we see that (1, ~(“-~*~))o = 1. Hence G is transitive on L4( V). 
But then SL(n, q) < G by Perin’s Theorems 1 and 2 in [2]. 
(b) Assume now that k = 2 and t?&‘-2*2) is irreducible. As before in (a) 
we deduce that (1, 0+iJ)), = 0. But also (1, 01;n-2*2))c = 0 since 0&‘;n-2S2) is 
irreducible. Hence (1, ~@-~*a) )o = 1. But then we know by a theorem of 
W. M. Kantor [I] that either Br-‘*‘) is irreducible or n = 5, q = 2 and 
1 G 1 = 5 . 31. However the latter does not occur since 0(3,2)(1) does not 
divide 155. Hence G has rank 3 on L,( V), and so SL(n, q) < G by Theorem 3 
of [2]. 
(c) Assume finally that k = 3, n 3 6 and 0&‘-a*3) is irreducible. As 
before in (a), we get (1, ~(‘+~*~))o = 1. F or odd n the assertion now follows 
from Theorem 1 of [2]. I f  n > 8 we can use Lemma 4 to show that 
(1, 0(n--1*4))c = 0 also holds, so that for n even, n > 6, the result follows 
from Theorem 2 in [2]. The last case to consider is n = 6. But here G is 
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2-transitive on L,(V) by [l] and it is well-known that for 71 < 6 the only 
group G < GL(n, q) which is 2-transitive on L,(V) and does not contain 
SL(n, q) is a subgroup of GL(4,2) isomorphic to A, . 
The theorem is now proved. 
3. REMARKS 
By a more careful analysis of the orbits of GL(n,q) on&(V) x Lk( V) X Lr( V) 
one can obtain the following result: 
LEMMA 5. @n-i*i) C O(n-k,k)e(n-k+l-k-l) for n > 2k > 4 and i = 0, I,.., 4. - 
Then we get a stronger version of the theorem above: 
THEOREM. Let G < GL(n, q) with n/2 > k > 2. Assume that (B(n-k,k), 
tP-k+l,k-l))G = 0. Then SL(n, q) < G, unless k = 2, q = 2 and n is even. 
The proof of Lemma 5 is rather long and is therefore omitted. 
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